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Pakistan is a country for the truly intrepid. Whether youâ€™re trekking in mind-blowing

mountainscapes, experiencing life in a Pashtun village, standing awestruck in front of one of the

worldâ€™s biggest mosques or wandering through fabled bazaars â€“ be prepared for a

warm-hearted welcome, and expect the unexpected. Youâ€™ll need a reliable companion, and this

guidebook is it.Cover The Country â€“ We do, from Karachi to Peshawar and up the Karakoram

Highway into ChinaGet Informed about Pakistanâ€™s history, politics and culture with chapters

written by experts in their fieldsFind Your Way with the help of 90 easy-to-use maps, including

customised itinerary mapsGet High â€“ Our experts give you details on Pakistanâ€™s best

treksKeep Out Of Trouble â€“ Vital safety tips, from advice on how to dress to places to avoid
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...for the adventurous traveler who wants to live like a native.' --Real Simple Magazine, June 2005

Who We Are At Lonely Planet, we see our job as inspiring and enabling travellers to connect with

the world for their own benefit and for the benefit of the world at large. What We Do * We offer

travellers the world's richest travel advice, informed by the collective wisdom of over 350 Lonely

Planet authors living in 37 countries and fluent in 70 languages. * We are relentless in finding the

special, the unique and the different for travellers wherever they are. * When we update our

guidebooks, we check every listing, in person, every time.  * We always offer the trusted filter for

those who are curious, open minded and independent. * We challenge our growing community of



travellers; leading debate and discussion about travel and the world. * We tell it like it is without fear

or favor in service of the travellers; not clouded by any other motive. What We Believe We believe

that travel leads to a deeper cultural understanding and compassion and therefore a better world.

I got this discontinued book for one cent and worth 600 times what I paid for it. My professional tour

guide also considered it a high quality book and requested to keep it himself at the end of my tour.

Would be great with a new updated issue

Excellent seller.quick delivery. Product as described. Seller recommended.

great

After using this Lonely Planet Pakistan & the Karakoram Highway 7th edition during my recent 6

week trip to Pakistan I must say that this book is an essential guide for sure. I traveled all along the

Karakoram Highway from Kashgar (China) down to Islamabad. From Islamabad I continued to

explore the rest of this fascinating country to the southern city of Karachi. If you are planning a visit

to Pakistan you simply must have this book. My only criticism is that the map inset of the Karakoram

Highway contains serious errors such as placing Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan along the

Karakoram Highway region. Lonely Planet should correct these errors as soon as possible so

travelers don't think they can cross into Pakistan from those two countries through which I also

traveled in 2008.

I just returned from two months in Pakistan, and I primarily used the Lonely Planet. Using the Lonely

Planet for travel can tend to give one the feeling that all countries look and taste the same, and are

inhabited by mostly backpackers and english-speaking hotelkeepers. The hotels recommended

manage to sustain a surprisingly similar clientele throughout the Middle East and South Asia at

least, and it starts to wear thin after a bit. The maps of many cities were not up to LP standards,

Peshawar's Old City being a notable example. The Rawalpindi section could use an update, and I

must say that the food recommendations generally seem to be stabs in the dark, in which case one

is better off stabbing in the dark according to his own tastes. Accomodation selection criteria must

be devoid of any Architectural or historical interest factors, but is quite successfully utilitarian. Many

wonderfully intriguing and inexpensive old hotels are skipped. The ubiquity of this guide tends to



ghetto the Western backpackers in little enclaves, useful both if you wish to avoid them like the

plague, or you relish their company. The historical notes are surprisingly knowledgeable in most

areas, though some notes concerning the British Raj period are either tritely anti-colonial or of

dubious veracity, sometimes both. The Paksitani bureaucracy is a much more flexible entity than the

authors would suggest, and things like Foreigner's Registration and exit taxes are not necessarily

carved in stone. In conclusion, this guide definitely caters to the trek-minded eco-groover, with

disproportionate emphasis laid on the Northern Areas, and on repeating tired environmentalist

mantras.

Of the more than two dozen countries I have backpacked through done exceeds the grandeur or the

inspirational awesomeness of the country and people of Pakistan---and this book took me through it

and across the Karakoram Pass into China. Once again, Lonely Planet, a job well done.DH

KoesterAND THERE I WAS VOLUME III: A Backpacking Adventure In Pakistan and China

Pakistan is among the tourism world's best kept secrets, and this book throws open those secrets

very well. Lonely Planet has always been good with detail and comprehensive coverage, and that

trend continues with its coverage on Pakistan.Without the off-the-beaten track records, I would have

missed some of the greatest historical and cultural artifacts that Pakistan has to offer. And the guide

truly works as you trek up north into Pakistan's majestic mountains that offer the most mind-blowing

natural beauty - even India's Kashmir area is nothing compared to the rugged and untouched beaty

of the Swat River Valley all the way to whitewater rafting areas in Gilgit.So when you head to

Pakistan, definitely take this book along.
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